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Nato phonetic alphabet challenge game

This new riddle is a long social media status that starts with the words “India Foxtrot.” The status evidently is written into the NATO phonetic alphabet and it ends with a call to action like: “Let’s see who gets it and follows the instructions” or simply “Let’s play.” The official Facebook page of Volunteer Police cadets of UK launched the challenge.
Here below the riddle into the NATO phonetic alphabet “India foxtrot. Yankee oscar uniform. Charlie alpha november. Uniform november delta echo romeo sierra tango alpha november delta. Tango hotel india sierra. Charlie oscar papa yankee. Alpha november delta. Papa alpha sierra tango echo. Tango oscar. Yankee oscar uniform romeo. Sierra
tango alpha tango uniform sierra.” The NATO phonetic alphabet riddle on socials: the solution To solve the riddle you just need to understand, of course, the NATO phonetic alphabet and the answer is pretty simple. Just take the first letter of each word in the status to read the meaning and instruction. THE SOLUTION – By doing so, you get the
following: “If you can understand this copy and paste to your status.” The riddle uses the NATO phonetic alphabet, used by many military organizations, for the solution. The alphabet is composed by all the letters we know associated to words that start with that precise letter. Here it is: A (Alpha) B (Bravo) C (Charlie) D (Delta) E (Echo) F (Foxtrot) G
(Golf) H (Hotel) I (India) J (Juliett) K (Kilo) L (Lima) M (Mike) N (November) O (Oscar) P (Papa) Q (Quebec) R (Romeo) S (Sierra) T (Tango) U (Uniform) V (Victor) W (Whiskey) X (X-ray) Y (Yankee) Z (Zulu) It’s quite simple, isn’t it? Let’s find out more about this alphabet. The story of the NATO phonetic alphabet In 1920, the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) produced the first globally known phonetic alphabet and it was composed by some wolrd’s cities and states names: Amsterdam, Baltimore, Casablanca, Denmark, Edison, Florida, Gallipoli, Havana, Italia, Jerusalem, Kilogramme, Liverpool, Madagascar, New York, Oslo, Paris, Quebec, Roma, Santiago, Tripoli, Uppsala,
Valencia, Washington, Xanthippe, Yokohama, Zurich. In 1941, US military forces adopted the “Able Baker Alphabet” to communicate: Able, Baker, Charlie, Dog, Easy, Fox, George, How, Item, Jig, King, Love, Mike, Nan, Oboe, Peter, Queen, Roger, Sugar, Tare, Uncle, Victor, William, X-ray, Yoke, Zebra The NATO phonetic alphabet reached its
integrity in 1956, after many years of adjustments. Two years later, the British Royal Air Force decided to use this phonetic alphabet, too. These alphabet contained few English words. For the new version of the phonetic alphabet, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) decided to incorporate other sounds common for English, French and
Spanish, and became effective in 1951 only for civil aviation: Alfa, Bravo, Coca, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gold, Hotel, India, Juliett, Kilo, Lima, Metro, Nectar, Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Union, Victor, Whiskey, eXtra, Yankee, Zulu READ MORE ABOUT THE NATO PHONETIC ALPHABET Take the challenge to learn about the life and
career highlights of famed nonagenarian actress and comedian Betty White. Read our synopsis and correctly identify a literary masterpiece. Learn about some of the history, politics and pop culture associated with a decade of affluence, excess and big hair. Learn about some of the history, devices and lingo associated with modern man's use of
computers and high tech inventions in the multiple-choice challenge. Take this multiple-choice challenge to learn about one of the most devastating conflicts in the history of the planet. Learn about the history and personalities of the Senate and House of Representatives in this ultimate challenge. Learn about the men and the document that declared
the American colonies independent from Great Britain in this multiple-choice challenge. Learn some interesting facts about the history of America's commanders in chief in this challenging trivia test. Name the films associated with these popular songs from the past six decades. Pick the notable humans in history that originally said these memorable
quotes in this multiple-choice challenge. Pick the notable humans in history that originally said these memorable quotes in this multiple-choice challenge. Learn about such killers as tuberculosis, SARS and the Black Death in this multiple-choice challenge. Correctly match the couple with only their first names as a clue to the television show in this
multiple-choice challenge. Remember the men and women responsible for the invention or discovery of such items as the machine gun, corn flakes and potato chips in this multiple-choice challenge. Let's see how much you remember about this week's big stories. And, keep up on the headlines every day with washingtontimes.com/FrontPagePodcast
Name the "one-hit wonder" artist or band associated with these hits from the 1980s song in this multiple-choice challenge. With Valentine's Day in mind, here's a multiple-choice challenge offering some of the more loving lines of dialogue associated with popular romance-themed movies. How well do you remember the movie took home the Oscar for
Best Original Song? We'll give you the song name and the films associated with them. Learn about some of the greatest players in the National Football League who took home most valuable player honors in the past 53 Super Bowls in this multiple-choice challenge. Valley girls, mall rats and surfers helped define the lingo of a decade filled with
extreme fashion, new wave music and the age of blockbuster movies. Take this multiple-choice challenge to find out if you are a noob or a Dexter when it comes to 1980s jargon. Go to the Sporcle.com Mobile Site → Have you ever heard characters in WWII films saying things like alpha company or people in Vietnam War movies referring to the
Vietcong as Charlie? Then you’re already familiar with the NATO Phonetic Alphabet. You’ve probably heard this code being used in war movies, on TV cop shows or even in video games like Call of Duty. Did you know that civilians can use the NATO Phonetic Alphabet in their everyday lives? The system arose in a military context, but there’s no
reason it has to stay the hands of specialists exclusively. Have a look at our previous article for full background on the NATO Phonetic Alphabet. But now let’s take the code words into the world of civilians and examine the many ways we can use it on a daily basis. Teaching Children to Read and Write Using Phonetic Alphabet A military code may not
seem like the most accessible way for children to learn how to read and write. However, the NATO Phonetic Alphabet can actually benefit your children in a few ways. Even can ensure better scores in the exams! Especially, kids who are just entering middle school should be aware of the NATO phonetic words even before starting the dictation for
class 5 practices. The code words are acrophonic. It means that the name of each letter also begins with that letter. For example, the code word “Alpha” stands for the letter A, and it also starts with the letter A. The word “Bravo” then beings with the letter B and so on. Some languages have acrophonic alphabets, such as Greek, which includes letter
names like “alpha,” “beta,” “delta” and “gamma.” Unfortunately, English doesn’t use this system. In fact, many of the letter names sound extremely similar. Just look for example at these ones: b, c, d, e, g, p, t, v, z. All of those letters have names that sound almost identical! This can present a real challenge to those who are trying to master the
English alphabet for the first time. Children can also find it tricky to distinguish the letter name from the phoneme (sound). If you show them the letter A, for example, they may be unsure whether to call it “ay” or “a” as in “apple”. How Can the NATO Phonetic Alphabet Help? Using acrophonic codewords can be used for phoneme reinforcement. It
can even strengthen the mental connection between a letter’s name and its sound. Many teachers and parents already teach systems like A is for apple, B is for ball, and so on. But using code words can really add some fun to reading and writing practice. Children learn through play, and using games based on codewords is sure to engage kids in
phoneme identification. Why not do dictation exercises where you read out code words, in order for them to discover a hidden message? For example, use a dictation such as “Romeo Echo Alpha Delta India November Gold, India Sierra, Foxtrot Uniform November” Now, have the children write down the letters to find their hidden meaning. Can you
imagine the joy of the children when they find the answer - Read English?! Children could then design their own messages to communicate with each other. They would be strengthening their reading ability without even realizing it! Communicating Internationally The world is getting smaller and smaller. Now, globalization is making it not only
possible but also essential for many people to communicate across borders and even across languages. Worldwide trade and telecommunications mean that people are doing business with partners in different countries. They often need to communicate in a second language. Call center staff might conduct marketing or customer service to people
hundreds of miles away. English has filled the role of the dominant international language. But it’s easy for communications breakdowns to occur, especially with different regional accents involved and a lack of visual cues over the phone. Using a standardized code such as the NATO Phonetic Alphabet can help people to avoid miscommunications.
Spelling out a message or trying to record somebody’s personal information would be much simpler. Clear Communication over the Phone How often do you order a take-out dinner over the phone? Most people have ordered a pizza to be delivered to their house before. But over the last few years, home food deliveries have exploded with companies
picking up your meal from your choice of restaurant. But with all these deliveries, how often does a meal go missing because the staff misheard your address? The Home Shopping Network is a massive business, with callers placing thousands of orders over the phone every hour. Making any kind of delivery order over the phone can be a risk when
you are trying to communicate personal information which can be easily misspelled, such as your address or even your name. The days are gone when people would just take a stroll to the local stores to do their shopping; research shows that up to 79 percent of Americans now shop online. The truth is that products bought online are no better than
ones purchased in shops, but if you have a problem with an item, you can’t just wander down to the place you bought it and talk to the manager. Actually, the use of phonetic alphabets such as the NATO one is having a bit of resurgence nowadays, as online shoppers are spending more time on the phone with customer service staff. Business ranging
from banks to insurance providers are all operating less and less in-person and increasingly online or over the phone. Spelling Matters! You sure don’t want your name misspelled on an insurance policy bank statement! Spelling quiz is an extremely important skill to master. Try this vocabulary tester to understand your current skill level! Moreover,
try these spelling tests to master English spelling! Phonetic alphabets were first invented to make radio communication clearer and the principle applies equally to speaking over the telephone. Background noise, poor signals and the inability to actually see somebody’s mouth forming words, all make it easy for miscommunications to occur. It’s
always a good idea to spell out your personal information using the NATO Phonetic Alphabet, or a similar acrophonic alphabet to make sure your details are taken correctly. The NATO Phonetic Alphabet: Clear Communication Everyday Whether you’re teaching your children to read, doing business across the globe or just trying to order a pizza, the
NATO Phonetic Alphabet has relevance to everyone’s daily lives. But why stop there? You can use NATO code words to make taxi booking over the phone, take telesales orders, leave clear voicemails, or even just show off your skills as a WWII movie buff. The possibilities are endless; any time there is a need for clear communication, the NATO
Phonetic Alphabet is there to help. Most of these words come from simple day-to-day words. Experts call these words sight words and these words comprise of about 60% of the written words. So, you should ask your kids to have a better grasp at these sight words as these are the most commonly seen spelling words list in the English language. Now
you can take part in online Spelling Bee too! Check out the SBO section on Spellquiz today!
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